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Abstract
We discuss a scalable multi-agent dynamics environment called SynChrono and focus on several key fea-
tures of its operation. SynChrono’s aim is to be an easy-to-use virtual prototyping solution that bridges
the gap between simulation and reality for autonomous vehicle problems that involve large collections
of agents. While herein the SynChrono discussion pertains only to autonomous vehicles, this platform
works equally well with other autonomous agents, e.g., robots, as long as the dynamics of these agents
can be captured in the physics simulation tool Chrono [1, 2]. There are already many tools, e.g., Carla
and Gazebo [3, 4], that provide similar simulation capabilities, but SynChrono distinguishes itself by
building on the open source, multi-physics simulation engine Chrono in order to provide realistic dy-
namics that accurately replicate agent behavior in real-world scenarios that include complex scenarios,
e.g., deformable terrains, fluid structure interaction, etc. Through the use of a message passing interface
(MPI), SynChrono scales the physics simulation capabilities of Chrono to enable tens of vehicles to op-
erate in parallel in a time and space coherent fashion. This allows for the simulation of scenarios that are
too costly to represent in a monolithic simulation but that still require accurate agent dynamics to capture
real-world behavior and thus be relevant in virtual prototyping tasks.

Simulated Sensing and Vehicle Control Algorithms
Drawing on ongoing research for simulated sensing in Chrono::Sensor, SynChrono is capable of provid-
ing virtual sensor data to the control algorithms that drive the vehicle in a software-in-the-loop paradigm.
Chrono::Sensor provides support for cameras, lidar, GPS, and IMU and allows further expansion and spec-
ification of user-defined sensors and noise models. The focus of simulated sensing is to provide realistic
data from a virtual environment that is used by a control algorithm to assess its surroundings as well as
estimate its own state. To this end, ongoing research focuses on increasing the realism of virtual sensor
data to improve the testing and evaluation of autonomous vehicles and robots. In SynChrono, and in the
context of autonomous vehicles, GPS and lidar give an illustrative example of how simulated data are
brought into the framework. In order to follow a particular path, a control algorithm can take, as input,
data from a simulated GPS sensor to estimate its position in space. It can then compare this to a target
path to continually correct the vehicle’s trajectory, a common task in lane-keeping and path following.
If a vehicle is additionally equipped with a simulated lidar, the vehicle can use the lidar point cloud for
object detection and pose estimation which is critical in object avoidance and path planning.

Multi-Agent Scalability Through MPI

Including multiple vehicles in a single Chrono experiment quickly makes the simulation run many times
slower than real time as the dynamics for each additional vehicle are not computed separately, but rather
in tandem with all the others. SynChrono takes the approach of distributing the vehicle dynamics com-
putation across multiple MPI ranks which periodically synchronize their data. The rationale is that for
vehicle dynamics problems not involving collisions or drafting, each vehicle in the simulation only im-
pacts the other vehicles through the sensed data that the other vehicles may collect. Thus, the dynamics
of each vehicle can be run separately, in their own Chrono simulation, without any knowledge of the
dynamics of the other vehicles. At some frequency, called the heartbeat frequency, the vehicles will syn-
chronize and communicate their new state to all the other vehicles in the network in order to maintain
space and time coherence for sensing purposes. While this heartbeat frequency is still very fast relative
to human perception, it is slow compared to the time step frequency of the Chrono::Vehicle dynamics
simulation for each vehicle. SynChrono’s approach of computing the dynamics independently scales
well as vehicles are added, since the overhead of communicating limited state information between MPI
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Figure 1: Scaling comparison between SynChrono and Chrono, plotted in log2-log2 scale. As more
vehicles (modeled with Chrono::Vehicle [5]) are added to a monolithic Chrono simulation, the execution
quickly slows down to a fraction of real-time. SynChrono is able to scale much more readily, remaining
close to real-time even for tens of vehicles. For this chart both SynChrono and Chrono simulated a
highway platoon, with vehicles added in lanes and driving straight ahead across flat terrain.

ranks is much lower than the overhead for computing additional vehicle dynamics in a single Chrono
system, a comparison is shown in figure 1.

Conclusion and future work
In this contribution we introduced several distinguishing aspects of the multi-agent dynamics framework
SynChrono, in particular its multi-agent framework which allows it to scale very well while still re-
maining faithful to the accurate underlying vehicle dynamics and sensing simulation of Chrono::Vehicle
and Chrono::Sensor. In the full contribution we will elaborate on the operation of SynChrono and on
key design decisions that have led to increased performance and scalability. Future work will focus on
making SynChrono easy to use and on increasing the number of vehicle control algorithms that are im-
mediately available to the user. Since Chrono itself has support for deformable terrain through the Soil
Contact Model (SCM), in the near future we also plan to investigate the simulation of off-road multi-agent
scenarios.
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